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Abstract
Taiwan wants to become a cycling friendly country, 
however along with the growth in bicycles the 
amount of bicycle accidents increases.(1)(5) It is 
desirable to minimise this national health risk.(1)(2)

Due to the paucity in available data it is difficult to 
estimate the scale of the problem.(1)(6) Thus in this 
paper an two-day observation is done on the 
percentage of cyclist using bicycle lighting to urge 
visibility improvement of cyclist which hopefully can 
increase road safety.(3)(4) The percentage is, like the 
hypothesis foretold, lower that 50%. Out of 5265 
cyclist that passed by 2039 were enlightened 
(±38%), excluding Citybikes however, the amount 
drops down to 306 enlightened cyclist (±6%). The 
data may have been influenced by either observer 
flaws or cyclists crossing the counting area multiple 
times. Luckily, the noise is not big enough to cause 
significant alterations to the results.The reason as 
to why over 60% doesn’t use bicycle lighting can 
only be discovered doing further research and this 
must be know before it is possible to create a 
design to enhance Taiwanese cyclist safety. 

Keywords— Bicycle Lighting; Road Safety; Cyclist; 
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1. Introduction
Cycling has great health, 

environmental and economical advantages, 
so cycling as means of recreational and 
transportation method is growing in popularity.
(1)(5) However, as the amount of bicyclist grow 
the amount of bicycle-related injuries increase 
as well. As Taiwan wants to become a cycling 
friendly country, this serious public health 
issue should be prevented.(1)(2) Bicycle-related 
injuries can be reduced by taken proper 
safety measures and increasing the cycle 
facilities available.(2) For cycling children the 
most threatening incident is driving into a 
vehicle(1)(4), so prevention of this type of 
severe accident is desirable. In literature it has 

not been proven yet that better visibility will 
prevent death and injuries, however there has 
been clear evidence that visibility improves 
the driver-detection and in some cases 
recognition distance.(3) So, for this paper the 
assumption is used that better cyclist visibility,  
will prevent accidents due to better driver-
detection. And thus simple method to improve 
cyclist safety in Taiwan is bicycle visibility(2), 
which will be covered in this paper. 
 During the research an observation will 
reveal the percentage of cyclist that are using 
bicycle lighting at night. Expected is that less 
then half of the cyclist is using lights. After the 
conclusion special attention will be given to 
outline a design opportunity for Taiwan.  
 There is a paucity of statistical data on 
the Taiwanese bicycle accidents(1). In addition 
to that, there has only been two research 
papers done on the topic.(1)(6) In highly 
motorised societies cycling is often viewed by 
the government solely as a leisure activity and 
thus not considered as a territory-wide safety 
problem.(5) Which explains the a lack of 
comprehensive data on bicycle accidents 
available, nevertheless causing it to be even 
more difficult to estimate the scale of the 
problem.(1)(7) With this paper hopefully 
awareness will rise and an urge is given to 
start data collection and doing more research 
on this topic. 

2. Method
2.1 Location and Time

Bicycles that pass Zhoushan Road, 
area marked in red (fig1.), just before the 
crossing with Lane 144, Sec. 4 Keelung road 
will be counted. This location is chosen for its 
high amount of cyclist, so that more data can 
be gathered.  
 The counting starts from the time it 
gets dark, counting before would be futile 
since cyclist usually turn on their lights only 
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after dark. Therefore the data would be 
susceptible to inaccuracies. Furthermore the 
visibility of enlightened bicycle lights during 
daytime is less apparent. The 26th and 27th of 
October 2016 it will get dark at 17:20.(7)

2.2 Notation Method
A form (appendix1) will be used to 

take note of the amount of bicycles per hour. 
Male and female cyclist will be counted 
separately, distributed between the following 
values: ‘Placeable LEDs’, ‘Dynamo Lighting’ or 
‘None Enlightened 
Objects’. The value 
‘Placeable LEDs’ is 
segmented into 
exclusively red or white 
front light, exclusively 
red or white back light or 
white front light and red 
rear light simultaneously. 
Deviating light colours 
will be noted separately. 
2.2 Rules

Cyclist walking 
next to their bicycle shall 
be labeled as 
pedestrian, therefore not 
counted. Cyclist that go 
through the observed area 
multiple times will be 
counted again as ‘new’ 
cyclist. Excluding multiple 
seen cyclist is not doable 
for a single observer, so 
some noise is to be 
expected here. This will 
be further explained in the 
discussion. 

3.Results 
3.1 General 

Evident from the data becomes that on 
26th October out of 2516 cyclist in total 986 
drove with lighting. On the 27th October 
1053 of the total 2749 cyclists did so.  
So, 39% and 38% respectively of the cyclist 
cycled on enlightened bicycles. (appendix2) 
3.2 Personal Effort 
 Since the amount of personal bikes 
using dynamo is neglectably low, it can be 
said that ‘Dynamo Lighting’ is almost 
consistent with the amount of Citybikes. 
(appendix2) Explanation for non-Taiwanese; 
Citybikes are Taipei City’s rentable Easycard 
bikes at stations all over the city. Excluding 

the Citybikes from the previously mentioned 
percentages, the conscious use of lights on 
personal bikes drops down to below the 7% 
(5.5% and 6.1%, respectively for the two 
dates).  
3.3 Male vs Female 
 Out of all male cyclist 34% on both 
dates cycled on a enlightened bicycle. 5.2% 
and 6.4% on 26th and 27th October, of males 
enlightened their personal bicycle.  
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Figure 1: Marked in red, the area used for counting
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Table 1: Amount of bicycles counted on 26th October
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Table 2: Amount of bicycles counted on 27th October



 50% and 48% of all female cyclist 
drove an enlightened bicycle. Of which only 
6.1% and 5.3% took conscious effort. In the 
percentages it becomes clear that during the 
two observed days female cyclist use the 
Citybikes more often. 
 Which sex puts more conscious effort 
in enlightening their personal bike can not be 
deducted from the data.  

4. Discussion
4.1 Literature
 The paucity in data collection on 
bicycle accidents in Taipei make it more 
difficult to make a good prediction and thus 
conclusion on the scale and existence of the 
problem. In addition, the international 
literature used for the paper might not reflect 
the Taiwanese infrastructure and cycling 
culture and therefore its conclusions might not 
be applicable to Taiwan. However the paper 
written in Hong Kong(5), also a highly 
motorised East Asian city, might be very close 
to the circumstances in Taipei and thus higher 
in probability to have conclusions applicable 
to the cycle culture in Taiwan.  

4.2 Method
 The location chosen might not reflect 
the rest of the country. However, due to time 
constrictions, the location was chosen to be 
kept unchanged during both observations to 
have one less variable to account for.  
 On the the 24th of October the 
crossroad itself had been chosen as location, 
but due to the amount of cyclist from four 
directions simultaneously, proper observation 
by one observer was out of question. Thus on 
the 25th the road before the crossing had 
been chosen as location, sacrificing a bit in 
quantity for quality in retrieved observational 
data. In the end, missing data attributed to the 
exclusion of both dates in the results.  
 For the observation two weekdays 
were chosen for there are much commuting 
cyclist. However this does not reflect the 
whole week, since weekday cyclist can differ 
in purpose from weekend cyclist and therefore 
probably differ in gear as well.  
 The method used to observe is not 
noise free. So, in order to make the 
observations more solid it is recommended to 
videotape the road and make the counting 
afterwards. In addition to observing weekdays 
as well as during the weekend, in different 

locations to gain data that better reflects 
reality. 

4.3 Results
 The hypotheses is proven to be true, 
even when including the Citybikes, less than 
40% of cyclist uses bicycle lighting. Excluding 
the Citybikes this percentage drops to around 
6%, meaning the remaining ±54% of the 
personal bikes remain unlighted. To determine 
whether this poses a real safety treat can only 
be concluded with proper statistical data 
collected on a greater scale.  
 The results are not noise free, they 
have been influenced by cyclist crossing the 
counting point multiple times. One particular 
cyclist caught attention, for he crossed the 
observed area for over 15 times. On the 26th 
this cyclist drove on a unlighted bicycle so 
due to the high amount of non-enlightened 
cyclist it did not cause a significant difference. 
However, the following day the the bicycle had 
a front light, so the impact made on the data is 
bigger. This single case brought to attention 
that there might be more, less noticeable 
cases. The scale of its influence stays 
uncertain because most of the multiple 
crossers remained unidentified. However, 
since the percentages of enlightened and 
non-lighted cyclist differ greatly the findings 
are still significant. 
  In the final part of the results 
the percentages show that female cyclist more 
often use Citybikes. However, no general 
conclusion can be made on this matter 
because location and date may be a 
confounding factor. From the percentages 
between female and male  
personal bike enlighteners it is also not 
possible to make a conclusion. 

5. Conclusion
As the amount of bicyclist grow the 

amount of bicycle-related injuries increase 
along. In order to make Taiwan a cycling 
friendly country, this serious public health 
issue should be prevented. The paucity in 
data collection on bicycle accidents in Taipei 
make it more difficult to make a good 
prediction and thus conclusion on the scale 
and existence of the problem.  
 By the means of an observation the 
amount of cyclist that use bicycle lighting at 
night is revealed. The hypothesis turned out 
true; less then 40% of the cyclist are using 
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bicycle lights. When excluding the Citybikes 
from the previously mentioned percentage, 
the use of lights on personal bikes drops 
down to below 7%. So, over 60% of the 
cyclists is not visible during the night and thus 
more vulnerable to traffic accidents.  
 To predict and prevent unwanted 
trends it is advised to start epidemiological 
studies on bicycle accidents throughout 
Taiwan. In addition, future research should be 
done to determine the cause of bicycle 
enlightenment negligence to be able to create 
a design solution to improve road safety.

6. Design Opportunities
6.1 Personal Note
 I choose this subject because of the 
experience I gained whilst cycling the night 
streets of Taipei as Dutch exchange student. 
The pedestrians and cyclist share the same 
paths, which makes it more difficult to predict 
movements. Therefore, the risk of having an 
accident increases, especially during the 
night. The Taiwanese do not seem to be 
concerned about the matter, because in their 
mind ‘cyclist don’t take part in traffic’. 
However, each time a cyclist crosses a road 
or drives on the car road they do take part in 
traffic.  
 As a designer I believe it is our duty to 
reveal and design solutions for societal 
problems. Thus, with this paper I wanted to 
find out what the actual percentage was of 
cyclist using light. 

6.2 Design Opportunity
 The results of the observation make it 
obvious that most cyclist are driving a bike 
without lights. However, to be able to design a 
solution, the reason behind this phenomena 
must be known. 
 Advertisements concerning traffic 
attitude can be found all over Taipei (fig.2,3), 
unfortunately none encourage the use of 
bicycle lighting. This might be a cause of the 
low amount of enlightened personal bikes. 
Another cause could be the absence of fines 
for cycling without light. Both of these causes 
can be seen as the responsibility of the 
government.  
 The bicycle lights available are not 
necessarily suited for the cyclist in Taiwan. 
The saddle on most bikes is on the lowest 
position which makes attachment of cheap 
silicone lights at the rear saddle-rod not 

possible. So, unless cyclist invest in a proper 
rear light, no (cheap) options are available. 
This probably causes an increased threshold 
to use lighting. Thus, there might lay an 
design opportunity in creating a cheap rear 
light that can be attached to either the cycle 
rack or the mudguard, provided that the 
cause of lighting negligence is firstly 
discovered through further research.  
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Figure 4: A behavioural 
advertisement from the Netherlands 
‘Lights on’, the sentence below 
translates to ‘With that attitude you 
can come home’

Figure 2,3: Behavioural advertisements in Taipei
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